The present data of gallium experiments provide indirectly the only experimental limit on the fraction of ν 2 mass eigenstate for the 8 B neutrinos from the Sun. However, if to use the experimental data alone, the fraction of ν 2 and, consequently, sin 2 θ sol still is allowed to be varied within a rather broad range. The further experimental efforts are needed to clear this point.
In a recent article [1, 2] a thorough analyses has been performed of the subject in the title of this paper and it has been shown that 8 B solar neutrinos are produced and propagate from the center of the Sun to the Earth's surface as almost a pure ν 2 mass eigenstate with a purity between 85 and 93%. This result is in a perfect agreement with all data, hence there are no reasons for critics. We would like here to draw attention to some other point. If one would have the possibility to measure in a direct experiment the mass eigenstate composition of a 8 B solar neutrinos, this would put the final point in this question. In fact, there's no such possibility. The conclusion on the mass eigenstate purity was formulated on the basis of the day-time CC/NC ratio of SNO experiment [3] using the analytical analysis of the Mikheev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) effect [4] . The direct experiment on the neutrino mass eigenstate composition would have tested that nothing was omitted in the analytical analysis. In the lack of this possibility one can not exclude that the composition may turn out to be different from what is taken now on the basis of this analysis. Here the question arises: what limitations do come from the experimental data alone?
According to [1] the ratio
here f 1 =1 -f 2 and f 2 are the ν 1 and ν 2 fractions. If we take CC/NC ratio as a fixed value given by the SNO experiment and vary freely f 2 , then we should change correspondingly sin 2 θ sol . The question is -what is a limiting factor in doing this procedure? The low energy pp-neutrinos undergo only the vacuum oscillations on their flight from the place of origin in the center of the Sun to the Earth's surface and the attenuation coefficient is described by
This expression does not contain parameters f 1 , f 2 but is a function of a mixing angle alone. So for each value of f 2 one can get sin 2 θ sol and then from the expression (2) get predictions for a gallium experiment. All other solar neutrino experiments (the electronic ones) "see" only 8 B neutrinos, hence the interpretation of their results is dependent from the factor f 2 . Figure 1 shows the values sin 2 θ sol and the resulting predictions for a gallium experiment as a function of f 2 with the uncertainty determined by the one of CC/NC ratio. The number of experimental points refer to the central value obtained by combining the results of SAGE, GALLEX and GNO (1), the high GALLEX (2) and low GNO (3), the high SAGE1 (4) and low SAGE2 (5) values obtained within two periods of gallium experiments and the corresponding points of (1), (2) and (4) divided by 0.88 as a correction by the combined result of the calibrations by the chromium and argon sources (6) (7) (8) . The experimental points were taken from [5] . The central value, as a principal result of the gallium experiments, is used in a global analyses of all solar neutrino data [3] , [6] - [11] plus the ones of KamLAND [12] and the resulting allowed regions for δm 2 and sin 2 θ sol are presented in a number of papers, we can refer here to [13] . Other points are presented here as the possibilities and they exhaust all the freedom which can be envisaged for future. One can see from this figure that the experimental points cover the range from 0.1 to 0.4 for sin 2 θ sol and from 0.8 to 0.52 for the attenuation factor for pp neutrinos. One should also take into account some freedom in the evaluation of the contribution of 7 Be neutrinos to the production rate of 71 Ge in a gallium experiment. At the present time the attenuation factor for 7 Be neutrinos is found positioning the 7 Be peak in the intermediate range between pure vacuum oscillations and pure matter conversion. Where is exactly the boarder between these two modes, this has not been investigated by the experiment so far. So it would be reasonable to accept as a quite possible outcome, that the attenuation factor for 7 Be neutrinos is somewhere between 0.5 (for vacuum oscillations) and 0.3 (for matter conversion). Taking 34 SNU as a SSM (Standard Solar Model) prediction for 7 Be neutrinos we obtain the uncertainty of about 6-7 SNU. Future BOREXINO [14] and/or KamLAND experiments can measure the effect from 7 Be neutrinos what will be very helpful in eliminating this uncertainty.
One can see from Fig.1 that, if to come out from the experimental data alone, i.e. not using a neutrino mass eigenstate composition suggested by a MSW model however compelling it is, the mixing angle still is allowed to be varied within a rather broad range. At present, gallium experiments provide the only experimental limit for sin 2 θ sol since the attenuation factor for ppneutrinos does not depend upon the neutrino mass eigenstate composition, what is not true for 8 B neutrinos. Here it is worth to emphasize that in view of the different results obtained in the calibration of gallium experiments [5] it appears to be especially important to get this question settled by a more accurate calibration measurement. The principal solution of course would be to measure precisely the mixing angle by the electronic detector of pp-neutrinos or in the specially dedicated experiment with the reactor antineutrinos. It has been shown in [15] that the main reason why Kamland turned out to be rather limited in the determination of a mixing angle is not an optimal distance from a reactor. If a detector would be placed in the point of a maximal oscillation effect (minimum in the oscillation curve) a mixing angle would be measured with much higher accuracy. It has been shown in [16] that for the detector (SADO) located in Mt. Komagatake at the distance 54 km from a reactor complex Kashivazaki-Kariva NPP in Japan a worldrecord sensitivity on sin 2 θ 12 ≈2%( ≈ 3%) at 68.27% CL can be obtained by 60 GW · kt · yr (20 GW · kt· yr) operation. The important point also is that this experiment (SADO) would provide a direct prove that the minimum of the oscillation curve really exists. The present data of KamLAND are very compelling to accept this as a true fact, but nevertheless it would be nice to demonstrate this in a direct experiment.
What about pp-neutrinos, ideally would be to do what SNO experiment has been done using 8 B neutrinos, i.e. to measure the flux of electron neutrinos and the total flux of pp-neutrinos. In spite of a relatevely high flux of pp-neutrinos the task is very difficult because the energy is low (<0.42 MeV). This is a great challenge for the present experiment but there are some ideas and developments aimed at this task. The electron component of the flux of pp-neutrinos is suggested to be measured utilizing the charged current interaction of pp-neutrinos with the nuclei (LENS) [17] and νe − scattering on Xenon atoms (XMASS) [18] . Following the strategy realized by SNO experiment it would be very useful to know also the total flux of pp neutrinos. It is difficult to suggest an electronic detector which would measure the total flux of pp-neutrinos by neutral current. But the problem can be tackled by other way. The total flux can be found from a luminosity constraint 0.913f pp +0.002f pep +0.07f Be +0.015f CN O = 1 (2) by evaluating the contribution of non-pp neutrinos ( 7 Be and CNO) to the solar luminosity. If the flux of 7 Be neutrinos is measured with the accuracy of about 10% and the flux of CNO neutrinos -with the accuracy of about 30% this will enable to determine the total flux of pp-neutrinos with the accuracy of about 1%. High tolerant uncertainties for 7 Be and CNO neutrinos are explained by the low weights of the thermonuclear reactions, in which these neutrinos are generated, to the total luminosity of the Sun. Thus measuring the flux of CNO neutrinos by means a lithium radiochemical detector with 10 tons of lithium [19] will give an essential ingredient -the total flux of ppneutrinos generated in the Sun, which will enable to improve the accuracy in the determination of a mixing angle. A nontrivial moment in this consideration is the following. Lithium detector is measuring the flux of electron neutrinos coming to the Earth, i.e. with the attenuation factor due to the oscillation effect. This factor is the function of a mixing angle. So as the input data a mixing angle is used with the presently obtained uncertainties. Then the contribution of CNO cycle to a total luminosity of the Sun is evaluated and from this one finds precisely the total flux of pp-neutrinos. (Here is assumed that by the time a lithium experiment collects data Borexino and KamLAND will measure the flux of 7 Be neutrinos with the accuracy of at least 10% what will enable to find the contribution of the 7 Be neutrino generated reactions to a total luminosity of the Sun with the uncertainty <1%.) Then by comparing the flux of pp-neutrinos obtained from the data of νe − scattering experiment (Xmass) with the total flux of pp-neutrinos one can find precisely a mixing angle as the result on the output [19] .
Conclusions.
If to come out from the experimental data alone, the mixing angle sin 2 θ sol still is allowed to be varied within a rather broad interval. The results of gallium experiments are of primal importance in limiting a mixing angle, since the attenuation for pp-neutrinos does not depend upon the neutrino mass eigenstate composition as a free parameter from the experimental point of view. The further increase of accuracy in gallium experiments, particularly a new calibration experiment with higher accuracy, can improve the current situation substantially. The further progress can be achieved by means of the electronic detector of pp-neutrinos or by a dedicated experiment with the reactor antineutrinos. The measurement of the fluxes of CNO neutrinos can be helpful to determine precisely a total flux of pp-neutrinos through a luminosity constraint. A lithium radiochemical detector on 10 tons of lithium appears to give a good promise for the solution of this task.
